
AS	Unit	1	Cog/Dev	Exam	Reminders	

 

General advice and overview structure 

• the paper divides into “Cog +RMs” and “Dev +RMs”: note that the RMs crop up through both topics, and be using technical terms 

about design type, sampling, compounding variables, methodological errors, datasets etc – use them anywhere appropriate 

• spend about 45 minutes on each half, which for 36 marks means aim to write just over a-mark-a-minute (with a bit of leeway; but 

remember you should write one more point than the marks offer for each question on shorter questions) – leave yourself at least 

15 minutes for any 12-markers 

• because there are two sections of 36 marks, not three of 24 like Unit 2, there is more likely to be at least one 12-marker (either a 

4+8 or a 6+6), or possibly even one in both sections – so make sure you practise a few of these in your last 24 hours prep 

• to repeat: on SAQs, write one more point than there is marks for each question (so what you think is 2 marks for a single marker, 

what you think is 3 marks for a 2-marker, what you think is 4 for a 3 etc): you can’t predict what the mark scheme limits  

• anything from a 3-marker upwards you can gain marks for elaboration as well as distinct points (e.g. 3 marks can come from only 2 

“points” made, one of them elaborated / developed in detail) 

• avoid “Partial Credit Criteria” answer errors – look for specified numbers in the question – so if a question says “Briefly outline one 

theory of…” then any second theory you mention after the first one will be IGNORED – even if it is the majority of your answer!; or 

if it says “Briefly describe two theories of…” and you write the perfect answer for ONE, you will be limited to half marks maximum 

• diagrams and stage tables count and are useful: use MSM, WMM drawings; use tables of attachment stages (SE64) or results 

(Rea07) etc – put them as soon in the answer as is relevant (at the top if need be!) but then you MUST go on to describe / explain / 

use them properly in the writing below 

• STAY WITHIN THE BOXES ON THE EXAM PAPER – if you write outside of this, the scanner misses it and you lose marks accordingly – 

but write to the edge of these, as (especially if you have large handwriting) sometimes the space is quite limited for eg 6-markers 

 

Recap the topic structure in your head (key papers in abbreviations) 
 

Cog divides roughly into three thirds, with some subdivisions: 

1. BASIC IDEA. The traditional model  of memory: MSM. 

a. Processes: ESR, and how the MSM makes sense of different types of memory. Components in the model. Draw MSM. 

b. Evidence for capacity / duration / encoding: M56, PP59, C64, S60, GC66, B66 � lots of easy AO1 content, and AO2 comp. 

c. Case studies: Wearing, HM, KF etc. + recent neuropsych eg scan evidence. (This is in middle of prev section.) 

2. ELABORATION. An improved model for STM: the WMM. 

a. Need for it: BH74 disproves MSM. Define / draw model. Note each channel has a “store” component linking to LTM. 

b. Support for slave channels: SF72 for VSS, BTB75 for APL, B96 or Bea00 for CE. Note CE is weakly supported. 

c. 2 tasks can’t go through the same channel: BGWT73. 

d. Pros, cons, real world uses: know a range of the material from p24 really well. Better than MSM but still issues. 

3. REAL WORLD IMPLICATIONS.  

a. EWT. 

i. Basic idea: L75 (+L80 shows no DCs.) Leading: LP74. Misleading: LZ75. But Sea86 kind of source monitoring. 

ii. Schema and emotion of threat: L86, TB03. LB82 weapon effect vs CH93: do they really disagree? 

iii. Age: old people poor EWs, kids too. PL01 (but source monitoring works.) Lots on p31.  

iv. Other issues affecting: conseq (Fea94), IDs (TK97). 

v. CIT: 4 components. Give evidence for � show real world use � but RE, CR best. NB limits with <8 yo. 

b. Mem strats. 

i. Mnemonics / memory tricks: method of loci, ped-word system, keyword method. Bit simple / silly. 

ii. Organisation strats: Context dependent recall: BJ72. Chunking. 

iii. Mood or location: JS92, U89.  

iv. Active processing: LoP theory, CL75 etc. � best stuff in this silly section. 

 



Dev similarly divides into three thirds: 

1. BASIC IDEA. Attachment. 

a. What it is. Lorenz / crit vs sens period, impr vs att. KK76. 

b. Stages in attachment. SE64. NB triangulation of methods. 

c. Why does it happen? Learning theory (but no: HZ59), SLT (HV88; but incomplete account) � Bowlby, inc IWM (good 

idea), monotropy (poor idea), first 3 years rule (+HS87, BS06 vs Zea00, MG84)… 

d. Variations in attachment: Ainsworth 70 (know the stages and findings of the SS. Type A/B/C/[D]) vs temperament 

hypothesis, BR87… then know some detail of the table of X-C vars. Lots of AO2 on DCs / OB here.  

2. ELABORATION. Lack of attachment: privation. 

a. Broken att theory: PDD model � long term effects. Who is most susceptible (boys, age, insecure, care quality, prev exp.) 

b. Case studies. Know the studies, don’t mix them up. Also know limits of case studs as a RM. 

c. Natural experiments into privation / institutionalization (don’t confuse them!) TH84/89 � Rea07 � recovery evidence. 

3. REAL WORLD IMPLICATIONS. Effectiveness of day care. 

a. Types and effects: home vs professional, know subcategories. Know CLH00 well. Distinguish issues of social development 

from cognitive development: interaction learning versus ideas learning. Know evidence supporting home vs nursery for 

both cog and social development; and know the opposing arguments too. Know evidence from several countries. 

b. What does this mean? Know the theory on better daycare on p82 very, very well. 

 

AO1: Knowing content 

• know the stuff: know the theories, and the papers which support the theories – and know the basic info about the small papers 

(written in a few lines) as well as just the “big boxed” studies 

• READ THE QUESTION – the wording is often very specific, and referring mostly to the wrong material will get zero (don’t refer to 

WMM on an MSM question, except for AO2 comparison; if it says “Learning theory of attachment” don’t do Bowlby etc) – refer to 

procedures and findings specifically if they ask 

• in real-world examples, APPLY the knowledge, don’t just “data dump” – if they give you an example, or ask for one, you have to 

make the theory link, not just report studies or theories 

• short-answer questions (4 marks and under) should be a gift: you should get perfect marks, as these are simple 

• USE TECHNICAL TERMS ALL THE TIME where they are appropriate 

• be aware that “Identify” as a command word means write something very short, a line or so; “Outline” or “Briefly describe” means 

several lines minimum; “Describe” means longer � but be guided by the marks and the available space 

• quantity is NOT quality, and a candidate using half the available space for a question can definitely get better than half marks; but 

it’s unlikely they can get full marks � so, while focusing on quality / marks available, try to write more than enough for max marks 

• use the correct material: if you see “models of” or “explanations of / for” it means THEORIES (bigger, why a thing happens); if you 

see “evidence for / in support of” or “papers” or “research” it means STUDIES (smaller, proof of some part of the theory 

happening) 

 

AO2: Evaluating 

•  “evaluate” or “give criticisms of” means AO2; “discuss” means AO1 and AO2 together, as does “describe / outline and evaluate” 

• if it’s a STUDY, AO2 is about methodological & ethical criticisms (preferably some of both); note that counter-criticisms defending 

the study, or linking it to another, wins AO2 as well 

• if it’s a THEORY, AO2 is about whether the theory works – does the evidence support it – does it account for everything – and using 

studies to support or criticise theories is AO2 if phrased right 

• if it’s a real-world example, AO2 comes from linking the theory / studies to the real-world material (less common) 

• on LAQs, AO2 is usually most of the marks, so needs to be over HALF of what you write � don’t just data dump AO1 procs / finds 

• in any question comparing theories or studies (or which allows you to do so), AO2 can also come from using one to criticise the 

other (eg using WMM to point out a weakness of MSM, using HZ to support Bowlby, or linking HZ59 to KK76 etc) 

• DO NOT USE ONLY GENERIC CRITICISMS: also must � specify � speculate (see the resource on the Eval page of the blog); if the 

crit you give could be picked up and “dropped” in other places in the exam paper and make sense, IT WINS NO CREDIT 

• on a LAQ (8- to 12-marker) you can address various studies or theories in order, evaluating each, but also can win AO2 for a short 

final paragraph summarizing the findings in the field overall 


